On behalf of the faculty, would like to thank and congratulate all participants from our faculty for INTEX2018 (UNIMAS Innovation Expo 2018) which was held from 17 to 18th July 2018 at Pullman Hotel, Kuching. Additionally, congrats to all winner, whether you are Gold, Silver, or Bronze, and also all the recipient of Merit for participating and sharing your wonderful invention and project to others. Some of the projects are from our FYP projects, therefore congratulations to those students as well.

Summary:
Gold - 6
Silver - 3
Bronze - 7
Merit - 6
==========
Total projects: 22
==========
Gold Award
1. eRaceColl - Sze San Nah
2. Voter Tracking System - Suhaila Saee
3. MO-WALL Smart Kiosk - Hamimah binti Ujir
4. CLASSIFICATION OF SKIN BURN DEPTH IN HUMAN - Stephanie Chua Hui Li
5. Automatic Classification of Left Ventricle (LV) Remodelling - Dayang Nurfatimah bt Awg Iskandar
6. Iban Warrior: Promoting Iban Culture using Mobile Augmented Reality Game - Syahrul Nizam bin Junaini

Silver Award
1. ParkBuddy - Find My Car Android Mobile Application - Nurfaiza bt Jali
2. Flash Flood Detection Using Street Lamp Post - Chai Soo See
3. MO-LEARN: Learning through Motion - Irwandi Hipni Bin Mohamad Hipiny

Bronze Award
1. Automated Brain Tumor Detection, Analysis, and Visualization System - Dayang Nurfatimah bt Awg Iskandar
2. Smart QR Lock - Dayang Nurfatimah bt Awg Iskandar
3. Elderly Care Home Monitoring System - Lee Jun Choi
4. Online News Trend Generator - Lee Jun Choi
5. Zero to Hero Early Warning System for Primary School Student - Nurfaiza bt Jali
6. Optimum Shift Scheduling Design - Sze San Nah
7. Tyre Tread Wear Indicator Analysis Using Digital Image Processing - Ahmad Hadinata bin Fauzi

Merit
1. Multi-Location TimeTabler - Sze San Nah
2. A Mobile Application for Car Maintenance - Emmy Dahliana Binti Hossain
3. Smart Trash Bin : Paper Waste Compactor - Chai Soo See
4. TMRMS: Request Management System for TM Sarawak - Abdul Rahman bin Mat
5. Souvenir Application System for UiTM Sarawak - Abdul Rahman bin Mat
6. ProMas: Student Project Management Supporting Tool - Abdul Rahman bin Mat